HeliSure™ Cockpit Display System

A FF OR DAB LE
M U LTI-M IS SION
P E R F OR M ANCE
The glass-cockpit capabilities
you need for all your missions

A SMARTER WAY TO
REFRESH YOUR FLEET
When your rotary-wing fleet must handle a range of
mission types, you need cockpit capability that delivers high
performance for the jobs you do and the aircraft you fly.
At Collins Aerospace, we designed our HeliSure™ Cockpit
Display System for the missions and requirements of
rotary-wing platforms like yours.
HeliSure is a proven, low-risk solution that equips your
aircraft with all the advantages of the digital glass cockpit –
including greater safety, situational awareness and flexibility.
T H E C O S T- E F F I C I E N T A N S W E R
TO OBSOLESCENCE ISSUES
Today’s rotary-wing fleets are taking on multiple roles as
agencies expand the utility of existing aircraft. These roles
can address a greater emphasis on national security interests
such as border protection, as well as growing search-andrescue needs.

Aging aircraft airframes can still provide many years of
valuable service life, but the aging avionics in their cockpits
can affect an aircraft’s ability to meet expanding, multi-role
requirements. Repair sources are diminishing, too, for the
increasingly obsolete components.
Add to this the often lengthy and complex procurement
processes for new aircraft and competing priorities for
limited funds. It makes more sense than ever to upgrade
current aircraft with avionics that can give them modern,
multi-role capabilities.
HeliSure offers the ease and convenience of a non-ITAR
solution that is FAA Technical Standard Order suitable
for Type Certificate and Supplemental Type Certificate
applications. Because it uses proven commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) equipment designed to full helicopter environmental
standards, our HeliSure Cockpit Display System is the lowrisk and cost-effective choice.

S C A L A B L E S O LU T I O N S
TO FIT YOUR
MISSION NEEDS

Advantages of the HeliSure glass cockpit
Flexible user interfaces – enabling data and video interfacing
for mission-systems integration, such as specific search-andrescue patterns, FLIR sensors and special radar.
Low-cost, low-risk COTS system – HeliSure uses FAAcertified components that are designed for the military and
dual-use helicopter market, providing high assurance and
cost-effectiveness.

Optional features – its architecture makes it simple to add
third-party flight management and digital moving maps to
your HeliSure system for enhanced capability where you
need it.
Worldwide support – No matter where you missions take you,
Collins Aerospace has field-service engineers nearby, saving
you time and cost.

Contact us to learn more about the benefits of upgrading your rotary-wing aircraft to our HeliSure Cockpit Display System.

To lea r n m ore, go t o
collinsaerospace.com/helisure
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